
 

Audience feedback:  Hail Caesar! 

23 people voted.  The breakdown and comments are listed below. 

‘Excellent’: 12 votes 

 Great ending to what has been an excellent season of films!  The Coens at their satirical best. 

 Very entertaining & enjoyable.  Wonderful satire of Hollywood, Religion… A great film to 

end with.  Thank you! 

 Most enjoyable at the second viewing & with an audience that appreciated the humour. 

 Too many references – 2
nd

 viewing required. 

 Very entertaining. Good to have a laugh 

 Gloriously wrong on so many levels.  Hollywood excess with an intellectual spin! 

 Very entertaining.  More of the same for next season please. 

 Wonderful fun. Does the vision and creativity of the Coen Brothers know no bounds?!! 

 Terrific.  Funny, absurd, love long to the movies.  A great end to the season. 

 Great fun. 

 Full Marx! 

‘Very Good’:  6 votes  

 Very amusing – loved all the cinematic references!  

 Extremely entertaining.  Great film to finish the season with. 

 Something of a spoof, unusual for Hollywood stuff.  Clever & fascinating + reminiscent of so 

many 

 Very entertaining – fab performances from Brolin and Clooney! 

 A good laugh and a great film to end the season with. 

 Marvellous.  Must be the cleverest film makers in America. 

‘Good’: 2 votes 

 Very funny. 

 Hah, hah, good film.  Loved the Malibu house. 

‘Satisfactory’: 2 votes 

 I love Hollywood, Coen Bros., George Clooney, the style of the era but something didn’t 

work/gel.  Not sure why.  Enjoyable but should have been better! 

 Wasted on me – not my kind of humour! 

But it’s been a good season! 



‘Poor’: 1 vote 

 Boring and not funny.  The Tales of Hoffman Boating song is not about women swimming. 

 

Based on the above, the film had an overall score of 4.13. 

 


